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Get Started. WhatsApp Business Introduction

Let’s be blunt—chatbots used to be, well, useless.

Rewind 10 years, and instead of serving the customer, 
bots would often confuse, baffle, even anger 
consumers due to a singular lack of intelligence.

Fast forward to today, and it all changed.

How Bots Got Better,  
Way Better
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Using the latest AI techniques, natural 
language processing, and dev-friendly bot 
development frameworks/platforms, chatbots 
are making a customer experience comeback, 
especially via messaging platforms. They are 
now able to understand and reply to many 
self-service requests (and hand over to a 
human agent instantly if they come up short).

This improvement in functionality is already 
having a positive effect on both sides of the 
sales counter:

Consumer takeaways Business takeaways

of consumers prefer to 
use self-service channels 
for simple issues.1

of businesses deploying 
chatbots say they’ve 
boosted the speed of 
complaint resolution.4

of consumers say they 
would prefer to engage 
with a brand using 
private messaging than 
phone or email.2

of businesses say 
chatbots allow them to 
offer more personalized 
experiences for their 
customers.5

of millennials say  
they have had positive 
chatbot messaging 
experiences.3

of service organizations 
expect to use chatbots  
by mid-2020, a huge  
136% projected increase  
in growth.6

68% 90%

75% 64%

70% 53%

Source: 1 Salesforce, 2 Conversocial, 3 Gartner, 4 Genesys, 5 Statista, 6 Salesforce

https://www.salesforce.com/blog/2019/06/customer-engagement-trends.html
https://www.conversocial.com/blog/how-are-consumers-reacting-to-chatbot-led-care
https://www.forbes.com/sites/andrewarnold/2018/01/27/how-chatbots-feed-into-millennials-need-for-instant-gratification/
https://www.genesys.com/en-gb/resources/mit-global-research-humans-bots-tension-and-opportunity?cid=7010d000000mbLz
https://chatbotsmagazine.com/chatbot-report-2019-global-trends-and-analysis-a487afec05b
https://www.salesforce.com/blog/2019/08/chatbot-statistics.html
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But how does a company and its development team  
create, train, deploy and maintain a chatbot that can hold  
its own on two-way messaging channels, specifically the  
world-dominating WhatsApp with its two billion users?

Enter tyntec’s guide that details the development journey 
across six chapters—from deciding what to automate and 
choosing a development framework to training chatbots so 
they deliver on their full CX potential.

Smart tip: Discover more about how WhatsApp 
is used by enterprise to enhance customer 
experience by downloading tyntec’s ‘Benefits of 
WhatsApp Business for CX’ playbook here.

By 2022, 70%
of all customer interactions will 
involve emerging tools like chatbots, 
machine learning, and mobile 
messaging, up from 15% in 2018.7

Source: 7 Gartner

Customer 01
Available

Josh
Available

Customer 03
Available

Customer 04
Available

Customer 05
Available

Customer 06
Available

Customer 07
Available

Josh

Hi Josh, we’re ready for your check-in 
at 2 PM today! We upgraded your 
booking to superior 

Can I change time to 3 PM?

https://www.tyntec.com/resource/playbook-whatsapp-business-benefits-whatsapp-business-cx
https://www.tyntec.com/resource/playbook-whatsapp-business-benefits-whatsapp-business-cx
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Here’s how the world’s number one private  
messaging platform and chatbot technology are 
transforming customer experience and  
conversational commerce.

Meet the WhatsApp Chatbot
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From banking and travel through to food and retail, 
WhatsApp-powered chatbots are already out there ‘in the 
wild,’ serving customers successfully. They’re being relied on 
to create friction-free customer journeys by engaging with 
consumers on a messaging platform they’re comfortable 
with, and in a tone that is human and engaging.

For instance, take this food home delivery example that 
simplifies the ordering process by stripping out lengthy 
friction-creating menus and text:

That’s the pitch—but how can developers create their own 
great customer experiences with a WhatsApp chatbot?

Smart tip: Uncover how different sectors can use 
WhatsApp chatbots to serve customers better by 
downloading tyntec’s ebook ‘How WhatsApp Chatbots 
Jumpstart Conversational Commerce’ here.

“Chatbots in retail are enjoying a surge due to the 
omnipresence of messaging apps...By leveraging the ability 
to build a chatbot on these platforms, brands are engaging 
with their customers in a more conversational setting.” 
Pamela Kokoszka, Retail Insights Network

I’d like to order  
Margherita pizza

Margherita (€18)
Tomato sauce, Mozzarella, 
Basil, Parmesan
Big - Suitable for 2 diners
From Pizza Ella

My home

Yes

No thanks

Yes

Sure! What’s the  
delivery address?

Would you like me to  
get this for you?

👏 Added to your cart. Would 
you like something else?

🎉 Awesome! Your delivery  
is on its way.

👇 Let’s review your order :
1x Margherita (€18)
Your order will be delivered 
to Camerloherstraße 32, 
München
Confirm order?

https://www.tyntec.com/blog/whatsapp-chatbot-pizza-ordering-how-help-customers-place-order-whatsapp
https://www.tyntec.com/resource/lookbook-how-whatsapp-chatbots-jumpstart-conversational-commerce
https://www.tyntec.com/resource/lookbook-how-whatsapp-chatbots-jumpstart-conversational-commerce
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Businesses must ask themselves three  
big ‘use case’ questions to determine where  
to rollout a WhatsApp chatbot within their  
CX strategy.

Decide what to bot
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Question #3: 
“Is it the right situation?”

It is critical to gauge appropriateness when making any 
automation decision. For instance, an insurer will field many 
calls each day from customers who may have been through 
a potentially traumatic event, say, losing their home in a fire. 
The last thing they want is to interact with a chatbot,  
instead preferring to connect with a human agent not  
only for immediate help, but also genuine reassurance  
and empathy.

Question #2: 
“Is it the right fit for the consumer?”

User preferences must also be taken into account, i.e., does 
the customer want to talk to a chatbot in the first place?  
For simple processes such as asking for an account balance, 
the user wants an answer asap, making the chatbot an 
ideal solution. But for more complex issues—such as a card 
payment dispute—they will expect their query to be dealt 
with by a human agent.

Question #1: 
“Is it repeatable?”

The first rule of bot use is to identify the right use case 
based on whether it is ‘repeatable’, i.e., what questions 
do customers ask most often that can be answered by a 
chatbot? Think ordering an item, inquiring where a delivery 
is, or wanting an account balance. These represent an ideal 
opportunity for chatbot deployment, in turn freeing up live 
call agents to work on more complex customer cases.

“In most cases, 80% of customer  
interactions account for 20% of all potential  
questions—so look to that 20% for a  
potential first use case.” 
Malte Kosub, director and co-founder of Parloa

Smart tip: Listen to tyntec’s podcast with Parloa’s Malte 
Kosub for more expert insights into chatbot develop-
ment—part one is available here and part two here.

https://www.parloa.com/
https://www.tyntec.com/blog/podcast-building-and-training-chatbots-conversational-commerce
https://www.tyntec.com/blog/podcast-actionable-steps-automating-customer-communications
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How the chatbot will interact with  
consumers over WhatsApp is critical for 
successful conversational commerce.

With the use case identified, don’t rush  
to build tech stacks just yet. Instead,  
remain focused on the chatbot and how it  
will handle conversations with consumers.

Make the conversation flow
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Easy answers

The simplest and most straightforward option—creating  
a chatbot that answers common questions such as  
“what time does your store close?,” or “please send me 
your latest fashion catalogue”—doesn’t necessarily require 
investment in advanced AI or Natural Language Processing.

Simple bots can be created and deployed using off-the-shelf 
solutions such as QnAmaker from Microsoft. The resulting 
chatbot can then be integrated with WhatsApp so customers 
enjoy being serviced in conversational style on a platform 
they already know and trust.

  To integrate chatbots with WhatsApp, companies  
first need access to the WhatsApp Business API. 
For more details on how to apply through an official 
provider, head here.

Bank

What time does my 
branch office close today?

Then can you just send 
me my latest account 
statement?

In about 30 minutes! 

Gladly.

Account.pdf

90%
The percentage of customer 
interactions banks could automate 
using chatbots by 2022.8

Source: 8 Juniper Research

https://www.tyntec.com/whatsapp-business-api
https://www.juniperresearch.com/press/press-releases/chatbots-a-game-changer-for-banking-healthcare
https://www.juniperresearch.com/about-us
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Being human

In the chatbot’s case, the options are inevitably 
more condensed, quicker and complex so:

  Consider the key ‘story’ points in the 
customer’s journey from the bot’s 
greetings and suggestion actions through 
to checking details.

  Create flow paths between each major 
‘story’ point, illustrating how they 
interconnect so the multi-pathed journey is 
always clear and defined.

  Don’t expect to nail this process in a 
single draft; instead, evolve and refine the 
conversation flow over several drafts (just 
like authors do).

  Do include the option of handing over to a 
human agent if the customer ‘breaks’ the 
story (the customer’s journey must never 
hit a dead end!).

More complex interactions that ‘mimic’ human-
to-human interactions is where the heavy-lifting 
begins. These ‘conversation flows’ need to be 
fully charted to ensure a successful outcome.

Think of a conversation flow as similar to popular 
Choose Your Own Adventure books:

  The reader chooses what action they want 
the hero to take at key points in the story.

  These choices in turn change the story—but 
keeps the hero on a predefined path as 
determined by the author.

  It gives readers satisfying choices—but 
ensures their chosen story never hits a  
dead end.

Smart tip: For help designing conversa-
tion flows, first rely on pen and paper 
(still the best medium for brainstorming 
and rough outlining) before using 
third party tools such as BotMock and 
RealtimeBoard to design, collaborate 
and edit the flow before formaliz ing it 
for handover to developers.

https://botmock.com
https://miro.com/
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Presentation matters
Deciding how the conversation flow is presented 
is also important. Simple flows may only require 
texting back and forth between the bot and 
customer (with emojis if and when appropriate). 
However, if the flow is more complex, structured 
messaging will help the customer navigate the  
flow’s paths, and reduce any friction. For instance:

Images 
Use photos and videos instead of text to 
simplify, say, an ordering process so the 
customer is presented with visuals of their 
potential purchases.

Buttons 
Deploy buttons to streamline the experience  
as they limit the chances of a customer 
confusing the bot (or vice versa). Buttons also 
reduce friction by not requiring customers to 
type answers to a bot’s questions.

Lists 
Give customers a limited selection of options  
in a single list to simplify the conversation, again 
reducing friction. Remember, both lists and 
buttons are ideal for customers who just want 
quick fire responses, not full conversations.

Brand Name 

Your package  is expected 
to be delivered today. 

10:45 

 Track Package

 Contact us

Brand Name 

We are looking forward 
to welcome you:

10:45 

https://map/navigation/…

Brand Name Shop
Street 123 
City, Country

10:45 

Brand Name 

This is the care instruction  
for your product:

10:45 

pdf  care_instruction.pdf

Care Instructions

10:45 2 pages · 500 KB · pdf

Brand Name 

We can offer you an 
alternative product:

10:45 

10:45 

Brand Name 

Is this the product you’re 
looking for?

10:45 

https://brandname.com/…

T-Shirt
White cotton shirt with 
design print

10:45 

File

Video

Link

Location

Interactive Buttons (Call-to-Action)

Image

Audio

List

Brand Name 

How would you like to pay?

1 PayPal
2 SEPA
3 Credit Card 10:45 

Brand Name 

Listen to our latest edition 
of our podcast:

10:45 

10:450:13

Brand Name 

Here you can watch a 
helpful tutorial:

10:45 

https://video/watch/…
10:45 

Product tutorial

Brand Name 

10:45 

Different drop off location

Contact usTrack Package

Your package has shipped  
and  is expected to be delivered 
on  May 7th.

Interactive Buttons (Quick Reply)
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Creating a chatbot used to be a labor-intensive 
process, but there are now third party solutions to 
help take the strain.

Get chatbot development right
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Pitch perfect framing

To aid in transitioning the chatbot over 
to WhatsApp, official WhatsApp Business 
Solution providers such as tyntec are able to 
integrate the framework (and the chatbot) 
with the WhatsApp Business API. Frameworks 
supported by tyntec include:

Google Dialogflow 
The Dialogflow framework provides NLP/
NLU, enabling devs to to create an Intelligent 
Agent (aka a chatbot) and manage what 
it understands and how it responds. For 
more info about connecting Dialogflow with 
WhatsApp via tyntec, head here.

Development frameworks act as chatbot 
construction sites, designed to speed up 
development via a raft of predefined classes  
and functions that aid in coding.

Critically, they are a core element of any chatbot 
tech stack (see boxout) with the framework 
offering some of the most advanced learning 
technologies and NLP/NLU (Natural Language 
Processing/Natural Language Understanding) 
processing power currently available. It means 
devs—and the commissioning business—don’t 
need to spend huge amounts of money and 
time creating their own processes and specialist 
software.

Microsoft Bot Framework 
Like Dialogflow, Microsoft’s framework helps 
organizations to build intelligent bots using 
NLU. For more info about connecting the Bot 
Framework with WhatsApp via tyntec, head here.

RASA 
Rasa Open Source is a conversational AI 
framework for building contextual assistants 
that offers powerful features including NLU. 
For more info about connecting RASA with 
WhatsApp via tyntec, head here.

https://www.tyntec.com/docs/whatsapp-business-api-integration-dialogflow-chatbot
https://www.tyntec.com/docs/whatsapp-business-api-integration-dialogflow-chatbot
https://www.tyntec.com/docs/whatsapp-business-api-integration-microsoft-bot-framework
https://www.tyntec.com/docs/whatsapp-business-api-integration-microsoft-bot-framework
https://www.tyntec.com/docs/whatsapp-business-api-integration-rasa
https://www.tyntec.com/docs/whatsapp-business-api-integration-rasa
https://www.tyntec.com/docs/whatsapp-business-api-integration-rasa
https://www.tyntec.com/docs/whatsapp-business-api-integration-dialogflow-chatbot
https://www.tyntec.com/docs/whatsapp-business-api-integration-microsoft-bot-framework
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Bring bot and backends together

integrated with any existing backend system. This will give 
companies the flexibility they need to add a conversational 
layer wherever they choose to without being hamstrung by 
restrictive API practise. Solutions serviced by tyntec using 
open APIs include:

HubSpot

Slack

Microsoft Dynamics

Zapier

Salesforce

Zendesk

Shopify

Connect the new WhatsApp chatbot with existing enterprise 
solutions so it becomes an integrated part of company 
processes.

No matter how smart a chatbot, it’s of little use if not 
integrated with the services and systems that a business 
relies on day in, day out. It’s why official WhatsApp Business 
Solution providers offer full integration options for several 
leading business solutions.

From using bots to manage orders in Shopify to seamlessly 
integration with CRM giants Salesforce and Microsoft 
Dynamics, a chatbot can become a vital, productive member 
of the CX team with only a minimum of integration effort 
required. However, do go with a provider who offers 
platform- and vendor-agnostic APIs so the chatbot can be 

https://www.tyntec.com/docs/whatsapp-business-api-integration-hubspot
https://www.tyntec.com/docs/whatsapp-business-api-integration-slack
https://www.tyntec.com/docs/whatsapp-business-api-integration-microsoft-dynamics
https://www.tyntec.com/docs/whatsapp-business-api-integration-zapier
https://www.tyntec.com/docs/whatsapp-business-api-integration-salesforce
https://www.tyntec.com/docs/whatsapp-business-api-integration-zendesk
https://www.tyntec.com/docs/whatsapp-business-api-integration-shopify
https://www.tyntec.com/docs/whatsapp-business-api-integration-hubspot
https://www.tyntec.com/docs/whatsapp-business-api-integration-microsoft-dynamics
https://www.tyntec.com/docs/whatsapp-business-api-integration-salesforce
https://www.tyntec.com/docs/whatsapp-business-api-integration-zapier
https://www.tyntec.com/docs/whatsapp-business-api-integration-zendesk
https://www.tyntec.com/docs/whatsapp-business-api-integration-shopify
https://www.tyntec.com/docs/whatsapp-business-api-integration-slack
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Create the perfect tech stack

The right stack configuration brings all the elements 
together—from frameworks and platforms to backend 
system integrations—into a single manageable and  
scaleable tech process:

The Messaging Interface 
Where the bot and customer communicate with one 
another via WhatsApp.

The Natural Language Processing Layer 
Where the customer’s request is processed via NLP so the 
bot is able to ‘interpret’ it correctly.

The Knowledge/CRM 
Where the bot pulls its data in from to create its answers 
and suggestions based on its training and past customer 
interactions (down to an individual customer’s buying 
history).

The Data Store 
Where all the data accrued from the bot’s interactions with 
customers are stored for analytics and KPI measurement 
purposes.

Chatbot Development  
Framework

Knowledge 
CRM

(source content)

Data Store
(interaction history 

& analytics)

Messaging  
Interface

wit.ai

Pandorabots

Rasa Stack

IBM Watson

BotPress

BotKit

Dialogflow

Microsoft Bot  
Framework
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The old maxim about AI—‘garbage in,  
garbage out’—applies to chatbot development too; 
arguably more so.

Make that bot super smart
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Instead, the team should, yes, feature that all-important 
developer, but also people from marketing, design, quality 
assurance, legal compliance, and more. By putting the right 
team in place, a bot can:

Develop a personality

As with any customer-facing channel, the bot must 
reflect the brand’s Tone of Voice (TOV) and personality. 
Collaboration with the marketing team is vital for creating 
a bot persona that matches the brand’s, and will resonate 
with customers. It will also ensure the bot always stays ‘on 
message’, and doesn’t become a brand ‘anomaly’ or even a 
liability.

Also consider how it will engage with customers; for banking 
and healthcare, think a professional but accessible TOV 
whereas for a food outlet, deploy a more personable, 
informal and emoji-driven tone.

To ensure a bot is able to perform to customer expectations, 
developing a proper training strategy for the chatbot is 
essential. The best initial approach is to form a multi-
disciplined team to help in the training process or 
alternatively, draft in help from a third-party agency. 
Remember, just as a company would never solely rely  
on a web designer to produce its website, nor should it  
rely solely—and unfairly—on a developer to create a  
chatbot either.

https://www.bizcommunity.com/Article/196/706/190111.html
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Learn with beta-users

Nothing can beat bot-user testing to reveal how humans  
and their unpredictable requests can confound even 
the most intelligent of chatbots. Beta-users can be staff, 
professional testers or even invited loyal customers, their 
feedback helping identify key knowledge gaps and potential 
CX blind spots, which can then be addressed.

Receive coaching

Use ‘live coaching’ with a human agent once the bot has 
been deployed (see Chapter 6). Here, the agent monitors the 
bot while it is chatting with a customer, and intervenes if the 
bot struggles to provide the right answer or displays  
a ‘low confidence level’ in understanding the customer’s 
intent. Once the issue is resolved by the human agent, the 
bot then learns from what the agent did, and will apply that 
learning to the next customer.

Also, consider further training ‘post conversation’ on a daily 
basis by analyzing where the bot is getting things right and 
wrong. This two-pronged approach will boost the bot’s 
knowledge and capabilities while helping the team stay on 
top of any ‘anomalies’ that may appear during conversations.

Smart tip: As the bot ‘learns,’ new opportunities— 
and potential limitations—may pop up so use 
the analytics and edit the flow and dialogs where 
appropriate using tools such as Cognigy or Parloa. 
Remember, the flow shouldn’t be ‘cast in stone’ but 
viewed as a ‘living’ document constantly evolving 
over time—just like the bot itself.

“When it comes to  
conversational AI and bots,  
it’s really, really crucial to  
test it. Testing, testing, testing.” 
Malte Kosub, Parloa

https://cognigy.com
https://www.parloa.com
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It’s time to let the chatbot loose on customers but  
remember, its journey is only just beginning.

No matter the depth of training, there will be faults,  
there will be blind spots—nothing is ever perfect  
in the dev world. Only by releasing the bot into  
the wild though, can issues be identified, rectified,  
and learned from. 

Deploy, Analyze, Repeat
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Take baby steps

Only rollout the bot to a limited number of customers in the 
first instance, never to an entire customer base. Ensure that 
if a customer is struggling with the bot, there is a seamless 
handover process to a human agent in place who can 
immediately manage any customer frustrations. Also be 
transparent in the messaging during the handover, and keep 
it light. 

Remember, every chatbot setback is actually an opportunity: 
All those interactions and unexpected requests from real 
people represent vital training data that can be used to grow 
the bot’s knowledge base and improve its performance.

Once the bot becomes more competent, roll it out 
incrementally across the customer base. Keep monitoring 
and learning though, and scale up any new CX opportunities 
at speed as and when required (that’s the real power of 
automation)—all underpinned by a tech stack designed to 
support such scaling with ease.

U got discounts on this 
product? Am loyal customer.

Kay

lol no problem!

Sorry, I am not able to answer 
your question. Let me pass you 
over to another agent to help you 
with your enquiry.

Hi, just read your conversation 
with our chatbot—it’s still got its 
training wheels on so sorry for 
hiccup! Let me take a look at 
possible discounts for you.

Later
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Follow the data Keep evolving

As the bot becomes more proficient, build on 
its success. Any bot data and insights can be 
used to develop new chatbots for different 
parts of a CX strategy. The vital lessons, training 
and knowledge now stored in the company’s 
database are an invaluable resource that can be 
leveraged in the future to, first, keep delivering 
great conversational commerce and customer 
experiences.

What sets text-based bots apart from their, say, 
voice-based counterparts is that text messages 
are far easier to analyze, and it’s this ease of 
analysis which is making text-driven bots so 
popular with brands.

So do take the time to deep dive into analytics 
to see how the bot is performing; how are 
customers reacting to it? Are there any pinch 
points? Places where customers leave abruptly? 
Is the bot hitting its KPIs? By crunching the data, 
vital insights into overall performance levels can 
be identified and offer vital insights into further 
training or conversation flow refinements.
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Key Chatbot Development Takeaways

  Test, train, test, train and test, train some more to ensure 
the bot is as smart as it can be before it’s allowed to 
interact with customers.

  Roll out slowly and gradually to the customer base, 
looking out for any bottlenecks while identifying any 
training opportunities.

  Leverage the data generated by the bot to inform 
potential chatbot development plans for other customer 
experience areas.

  Team up with an official WhatsApp Business  
Solution provider to act as a guide through  
out bot development—from WhatsApp and  
backend system integration through to the  
rollout and ongoing maintenance of the  
WhatsApp chatbot.

To create a successful WhatsApp Business chatbot:

  Ask the three big questions—“is it repeatable, the right 
fit, and for the right situation?”—to decide on where to 
deploy the chatbot in the first instance.

  Consider how smart the bot really needs to by 
determining what customer needs it will be used to 
address.

  Use the most appropriate presentation options to save 
the customer time and effort—after all, why use huge 
swathes of text when a simple, attractive image gets the 
job done?

  Take advantage of the wealth of support out there for 
chatbot development to save on time, resources, and 
budget.

Brand
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A Winning Team: CX, Conversational 
Commerce, and Chatbots

It means companies combining CX and private 
messaging channels with chatbots can:

  Reach out to consumers more quickly and 
efficiently on channels that customers are 
familiar with, trust, and want to engage on.

  Massively scale up customer conversations 
with a chatbot ecosystem that is able to 
grow on demand.

  Free up human agents to work on more 
complex customer issues, instead of acting 
as morale-sapping ‘FAQ regurgitators.’

Ultimately, enhancing customer experiences 
through conversational commerce and 
chatbot technology represents a win for both 
business and customers. It offers potentially 
big customer satisfaction and revenue gains 
that will increase over time—but only if brands 
commit the right time, resources, and budget 
levels to their CX strategies now.

Chatbots combined with the WhatsApp 
Business API have the power to bring 
conversational commerce and customer 
experience to life. To learn more about 
how tyntec can make this happen for your 
enterprise, head to tyntec.com

Better customer experience is becoming 
increasingly important:

  Research shows enhanced CX can increase 
customer satisfaction rates by up to 30%, 
and revenues up to 50%.9

  84% of consumers say that a brand’s 
customer experience is as important as its 
products and services.10

Now factor in the emerging role of private 
messaging channels and conversational 
commerce:

  53% of consumers are more likely to shop 
with a business they can message.11

  75% of customers want a “now” service, 
and expect responses within five minutes 
of making contact with a brand online.12

Source: 9 McKinsey & Company, 10 Salesforce, 11 Nielson; Facebook, 12 McKinsey & Company

https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/marketing-and-sales/our-insights/what-matters-in-customer-experience-cx-transformations
https://www.salesforce.com/company/news-press/stories/2019/06/061219-g/
https://www.campaignlive.com/article/facebook-study-53-consumers-likely-shop-business-message/1404632
https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/marketing-and-sales/our-insights/customer-experience-creating-value-through-transforming-customer-journeys
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